UOW SAFE@WORK

AGILE WORKPLACE ARRANGEMENT FORM
1. Contact Details
Employee number:

Employee name:
Agile workstation duration dates:

to

Email:

Phone:

Agile workplace address/location):
Description of work to be undertaken:
Reason for agile workplace:

2. Agile Workplace Checklist
Chair

Yes

No

Is the chair adjusted easily from a seated position, inclusive of the seat back height and
angle, as well as the seat height?
Is the seat back adjustable so that the lumbar support of the chair supports the lower back?
Does the chair have a five point stability base?
When the chair height is adjusted appropriately, are the feet positioned on the ground?
If the feet are not positioned on the ground, is a foot rest is available?
Workstation/Desk

Yes

No

Yes

No

Is the desk large enough for the completion of varied tasks for example computer and
reading/writing? The Australian Standard ‘4442:1997’ advises this should be at least 1600mm x 800mm
The work surface is not less than 700mm and not greater that 720mm in height?
Is the desk equipment laid out so frequent body twisting and rotating is not required?
Is the user is able to sit close to the workstation without any impediment?
If documents are frequently referred to, can they be positioned and supported?
Monitor/Phone
Is the monitor positioned at an appropriate height where the neck is able to maintain a
natural position whilst working?
If using a laptop, is the screen raised or positioned on a docking station?
Is the monitor located an approximate arm’s length (eg 600mm) away from the user?
Is the monitor is positioned away from direct light sources and is free from glare and/or
reflection?
Phone is optimal reach (up to 450mm)?
Is a phone headset required?
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Keyboard/Mouse

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Can elbows remain close to side of body when keyboard and mouse are utilised?
Is the mouse at the same level as the keyboard?
Suitably adjusted to allow for neutral wrist placement?
Is a separate keyboard and mouse available if utilising laptop computer for extended
periods of time?
Work Environment
Is the lighting adequate, allowing reading and writing without eye strain?
Are noise levels not distracting from task concentration?
Is ventilation from both natural and/or artificial sources adequate?
First aid kit is available?
Smoke detector installed
Information technology and communication equipment or software is adequate?
Security arrangements in place, e.g. lockable door, windows
Supervision requirements, workhours and breaks are agreed to with the appropriate
manager?
Electrical Safety
The workplace is RCD protected?
Electrical leads are free of defects, do not present risk of injury
Other

(Add photos of the workplace is possible)

3. Required Actions
List any actions where ‘no’ was selected from the checklist above or any other comments/requirements:

Advice from WHS Unit is required (send completed form to whs-admin@uow.edu.au)

4. Acceptance and Approval
Staff name

Signature

Date

Head of School/Manager name

Signature

Date
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